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1 Introduction
Macdonald [4] Macdonald polynomial Hall-Littlewood func-
tions , , Macdonald polynomial ,
modified Macdonald polynomial $\tilde{H}_{\mu}(X;q, t)$ . Haglund, Haiman, Loehr
[31 , $\tilde{H}_{\mu}(X;q, t)$ monomial basis
(Theorem 2.6) . $\tilde{H}_{\mu}(X;q, t)$ , Young diagram $\mu$ filling $T$
, inv $(T)$ , maj $(T)$ ,
.
, Descouens Morita , [1] , $t$ 1
factorization formula . , $\mu=$
$(\nu, n^{l}, \kappa)$ Young dialgram $\mu$ , 1 $l$ ,
$\tilde{H}_{\mu}(X;q, \zeta_{l})=\tilde{H}_{(\nu,\kappa)}(X;q, \zeta_{l})\cdot\tilde{H}_{(n^{l})}(X;q, \zeta_{l})$
. Haglund-Haiman-Loehr ,
. $\kappa=\emptyset$ $n=1,2$ ,
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, $\mu=(\nu, n^{l})$
$\tilde{H}_{\mu}(X;q, \zeta_{l})=\tilde{H}_{\nu}(X;q, \zeta_{l})\cdot\tilde{H}_{(n^{l})}(X;q, \zeta_{l})$ (1)
, [2] ,
. , [2] .
2 Modified Macdonald polynomials
[5] . [3] modified Macdonald
polynomials .
$\mu=(\mu_{1}\geq\mu_{2}\geq\cdots\geq 0)$ partition Young diagram
$\{(i,j)\in \mathbb{N}^{2}|1\leq i\leq\mu_{i}\}$ . Young diagram French notation
Example 2.1 . Young diagram $\mu$ cell $c.=(i,j)$
, $c$ $c$ cell $|\{(i, k)\in\lambda|k>i\}|=\lambda_{i}-j$ aim$(c)$
. , $c$ $c$ cell $|\{(k,j)\in\lambda|k>i\}|$ leg $(c)$
.
Example 2.1 $($4, 3, $2)\vdash 9$ Young diagram :
$\bullet$ cell $c=(2,1)$ , arm$(c)=2$ , leg$(c)=1$ .
$T:\mu\ni(i,j)\mapsto T_{i,j}\in \mathbb{Z}_{>0}$ $\mu$ filling , Young diagram $\mu$
cell $(i,j)$ $T_{i,j}$ $T$ . , $\mu$ filling $T$
, $w_{k}=|\{(i,j)\in\mu|T_{i_{2}j}=k\}|$ $w=(w_{1}, w_{2}, \ldots)$ $T$
weight . Weight $w$ $\mu$ Filling $T$ $X=(X_{1}, X_{2}, \ldots)$ ,
X$\tau_{=x_{1}^{w_{1}}x_{2}^{w_{2}}}$ . . . $= \prod_{(i,j)\in\mu}X\tau_{i.j}$ . Young diagram $\mu$
$w$ , $\mathcal{F}_{\mu},$ $\mathcal{F}_{\mu}(w)$ , :
$\mathcal{F}_{\mu}=$ { $T|\mu$ fflling}
$\mathcal{F}_{\mu}(w)=$ { $T|\mu$ filling weight $w$ }.
Young diagram $\mu$ FillingT $i$ ,
Des$i(T)=\{(i,j)\in\mu I T_{i-1,j}<T_{i,j}\}$
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Example 2.2 (4, 3, 2) weight $($ 1, 2, 1, 3, $0,1,0,1)$ filling :
$T$ , Des3 $(T)=\{(3,1) \}$ , Des3 $(T)=\{(2,2), (2,3)\}$ mai3 $(T)=$
$1$ , maj2 $(T)=2+1$ . , maj $(T)=4$ .
Example 2.3 (2, 2, 2, 1) filling




Young diagram $\mu$ $i$ ,
$arm_{2}(T)=arm_{4}(T)=0$ ,
maj2 $(T)=$ maj4 $(T)=0$ .
Att$i/(\mu)=\{((i,j), (i,j’))|1\leq j<j^{l}\leq\mu_{i}\}$ ,
Att$i//(\mu)=\{((i,j), (i-1,j’))|1\leq j’<j\leq\mu_{i}\}$ .
.
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Remark 2.4 Att$/i(\mu)$ $\mu$ $i$ 2 cell ,
cell :
Att$i//(\mu)$ $i$ cell $i-1$ cell pair $i$ cell
, cell :
, $\mu$ filling $T$ ,





inv$i(T)=$ inv$i/(T)+$ inv$//i(T)-$ arm$i(T)$
inv $(T)= \sum_{i}$ inv$i(T)$ .
.
Example 2.5 Example 2.3 $T$ ,
Inv$2/(T)=\{((2,1),$ $(2,2))\}$ , Inv/1 $(T)=$ Inv$3/(T)=$ Inv$4/(T)=\emptyset$ ,








, modified Macdnald polynomial :






, $w=(w_{1},w_{2}, \ldots)$ $\sum_{i}w_{i}=m$ .
, (1) 1 1
, 1 1
.
Theorem 2.7 For each $w$ , there exists a bijection
$\varphi:\bigcup_{w’+w’’=w}\mathcal{F}_{\nu}(w’)\cross \mathcal{F}_{(r^{l})}(w’’)arrow \mathcal{F}_{\mu}(w)$
such that
maj $(\varphi(T_{1}, T_{2}))\equiv$ maj $(T_{1})+$ maj $(T_{2})$ $(mod l)$ ,
inv $(\varphi(T_{1}, T_{2}))=$ inv $(T_{1})+$ inv $(T_{2})$ ,
for all $(T_{1}, T_{2}) \in\bigcup_{w+w’=w}\mathcal{F}_{\nu}(w’)\cross \mathcal{F}_{(r^{l})}(w’’)$ , where $\mu=\nu$ Il $(r^{l})$ .
3 Young diagrams with tails
$\nu$ $l(\nu)=k$ $\nu_{k}\geq r$ Young diagram , $\nu_{k+1}=0$
. $\mu=(\nu_{1}, \ldots, \nu_{k}, r, \ldots, r)=\nu lI(r^{l})$ . $r=1$




$\pi(c)=\{\begin{array}{ll}(i,j) if c=(i,j)\in\nu(i+k,j) if c=(i,j)\in(r^{l})\end{array}$
. $\mu$ lling $T$ , $T\circ\pi:\nu\coprod(r^{l})arrow \mathbb{Z}$ , $\nu$ filling
$T’=(T\circ\pi)|_{\nu}$ $(r^{l})$ filling $T”=(T\circ\pi)|_{(r^{l})}$ pair ,
$T|_{\kappa}$ $T$ $\kappa$ . , $\pi$ ,
$\pi^{*}:\mathcal{F}_{\mu}\ni T\mapsto((T\circ\pi)|_{\nu}, (T\circ\pi)|_{(r^{1})})\in \mathcal{F}_{\nu}\cross \mathcal{F}_{(r\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}$




$T$ $\mu=\nu\coprod(r^{l})$ filling . $\pi^{*}(T)=(T_{1}, T_{2})\in \mathcal{F}_{\nu}\cross \mathcal{F}_{(n}$ . $l(\nu)=k$
, $T$ $k$ $T_{1}$ , $T$ $k+1$
. , $i$ $Inv_{i}’T$ , $\pi^{*}(T)$
. , $i$ , $\pi^{*}$ .
, $i$ $i-1$ Desi $(T),$ $Inv_{i}^{\prime J}(T)$ , $i\neq k$ , $\pi^{*}$
. , Des$k(T)$ , Inv$\prime\prime k(T)$ , $\pi^{*}(T)$ ,
$\pi^{*}$ . ,
inv$(T)=$ inv$(T_{1})+$ inv $(T_{2})+inv_{k+1}’’(T)-$ arm$k+1(T)$ , (2)
maj $(T)=$ maj $(T_{1})+$ maj $(T_{2})+$ maj$k+1(T)$ (3)
. $\mu=\nu\coprod(r^{l})$ filling , $maj_{k+1}(T)=l$ . Des$k+1(T)|$
, (3)
maj $(T)\equiv$ maj $(T_{1})+$ maj $(T_{2})$ $(mod l)$ (4)
.
4 $r=1$
, $r=1$ , $\mu=\nu\coprod(1^{l})$ . $\nu=$ ( )
, hook $(h, r^{l})$ .
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$T$ $\mu=\nu\coprod(1^{l})$ filling , $i>k$ Att$i//(\mu)=\emptyset$
$Inv_{i}’’(T)=\emptyset$ . , Inv$k+1//(T)=\emptyset$ , inv$//k+1(T)=0$ .
, $\mu$ $k+1$ $b=(k+1,1)$ cell Des$k+i(T)\subset\{b\}$
. arm$(b)=0$ , arm$i(T)=0$ .
(2) (4) .
Theorem 4.1 Let $\nu$ be a partition $(\nu_{1}, \ldots, \nu_{k})$ with $\nu_{k}\geq 1$ . For $\mu=\nu\coprod(1^{l})$ , let
$\pi:\nu\coprod(1^{l})arrow\mu$ and $\pi^{*}:\mathcal{F}_{\mu}arrow \mathcal{F}_{\nu}\cross \mathcal{F}_{(1^{l})}$ be as above. Then $\varphi=(\pi^{*})^{-1}$ satisfies the
condition of Theorem 2.7.
Example 4.2 $l=3,$ $\mu=(2,2,1,1,1)$ . :
$\equiv 9$ $(mod 3)$ ,
5 $r=2$
, $r=2$ $\mu=\nu\coprod(2^{l})$ . , $(\pi^{*})^{-1}$
Theorem 2.7 . , $\tau:\mathcal{F}_{\mu}(w)arrow \mathcal{F}_{\mu}(w)$
$\varphi=(\pi^{*}\circ\tau)^{-1}$ Theorem2.7 . $\tau$
.
Definition 5.1 (condition $xAx$) , Filling $T$ $i$
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$(i+1)$ condition xAx :
$a\leq A<b$ ,
$b\leq A<a$ ,
$T_{i+1,1}=a,$ $T_{i+1,2}=b$ , and $T_{i,1}=A$ .
Remark 5.2 $T$ $T$‘ $T_{i+}i,i=T_{i+1,2}’$ , $T_{i+1,2}=T_{i+1,1}’,$ $T_{i,1}=T_{i,1}’$ .
, $T$ $i$ $(i+1)$ condition $xAx$ , $T’$ $i$
$(i+1)$ condition xAx .
Definition 5.3 (condition $xXxX$) , FillingT
$i$ $(i+1)$ condition xXxX :
$a\leq A<b\leq B$ ,
$b\leq A<a\leq B$ ,
$a\leq B<b\leq A$ ,





$T_{i+1,1}=a,$ $T_{i+1,2}=b,$ $T_{i,1}=A,$ $T_{i,2}=B$ .
Remark 5.4 $T$ $T’$ $T_{i+}i,i=T_{i+1,2}’,$ $T_{i+1,2}=T_{i+1,1}’,$ $T_{i,1}=T_{i,1}’,$ $T_{i,2}=T_{i,2}’$
. , $T$ $i$ $(i+1)$ condition xXxX , $T’$
$i$ $(i+1)$ condition xXxX .
Definition 5.5 $\mu=\nu$ $(2^{l})$ filling $T$ , $\tau(T)$
filling $T’$ :
Filling $T$ , $k=l(\nu)$ .
$i,$ $T’$ .
1. $i$ $T^{l}$ .
(a) $iarrow k$ .
(b) $T’arrow T$ .
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2. lf $T’$ $i$ $(i+1)$ condition xAx do
(a) $T’$ $(i+1)$ .
(b) $iarrow i+1$ .
else $T’$ .
3. While i $(i+1)$ condition xXxX do
(a) $T’$ $(i+1)$ .
(b) $iarrow i+1$ .
4. $T’$ .
Filling $T’$ .
Example 5.6 $l=5,$ $\nu=(3,3)$ , $\tau(T)$
:
$\infty$ $\sim$ $rightarrow$
Remark 5.7 Remark 5.2 Remark 54 , $\tau$ involution $\tau(\tau(T))=T$
. , $\tau$ $T$ weight $\tau:\mathcal{F}_{\mu}(w)\ni T\mapsto\tau(T)\in$
$\mathcal{F}_{\mu}(w)$ .
$\tau$ .
Theorem 5.8 For $\mu=(\nu_{1}, \ldots, \nu_{k}, 2^{l})=\nu\coprod(2^{l})$ such that $\nu_{k}\geq 2$ , let $\pi:\nu\coprod(2^{l})arrow\mu$ ,
$\pi^{*}:\mathcal{F}_{\mu}arrow \mathcal{F}_{\nu}\cross \mathcal{F}_{(n^{l})}$ be as above, and $\tau$ a bijection defined in Definition 5.5. Then
$\varphi=(\pi^{*}\circ\tau)^{-1}$ satisfies the condition of Theorem 2.7.
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(2), (4) , inv , inv$\prime\prime k+1(T)-$ arm$k+i(T)$ , , inv$//k+1$
armk$+1$ .
Lemma 6.1 $T$ $i$ $(i+1)$ condition xAx
inv$i\prime\prime+1(T)-$ arm$k+1(T)=0$.
Lemma , $T$ $k$ $(k+1)$ condition $xAx$
inv$(T)$ $\pi^{*}$ . , $T$ $k$ $(k+1)$ condition
$xAx$ .
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Lemma 6.2 $T$ $T’$ $+$ 1,1 $=T_{i+1,2}’,$ $T_{i+1,2}=T_{i+1,1}’$ , $T_{i,1}=T_{i,1}’$ .
$T$ $i$ $(i+1)$ condition xAx , :
inv$/i+1(T)=$ inv$i’(T’)+$ inv$i+1/’(T’)-$ arm$i+1(T ‘)$
inv$i+1/(T’)=$ inv$i/(T)+$ inv$i+1//(T)-arm_{i+1}(T)$ .
Lemma , $\pi^{*}$ $k$ $k+1$ inv
inv$k\prime\prime+1(T)-$ arm$k+1(T)$ $\tau$ . $\tau$ ,
$k+1$ , $k+1$ inv maj
. , Lemma , $k+1$ $k+2$
condition xXxX , $k+2$ , $k+1$
inv maj .
Lemma 6.3 $T$ $T’$ $T_{i+}i,i=T_{i+1,2}’,$ $T_{i+1,2}=T_{i+1,1}’,$ $T_{i,1}=T_{i,2}’,$ $T_{i,1}=T_{i,2}’$
. $T$ $i$ $(i+1)$ condition $xXxX$ ,
:
maj $i+1(T)=$ maj$i+1(T’)$
inv$\prime i(T)+$ inv$i+1\prime\prime(T)-$ arm$i+1(T)=$ inv$i/(T’)+$ inv$i+1//(T’)-arm_{i+1}(T ‘)$ .
, $T$ $i$ $(i+1)$ condition xXxX 2
Lemma , $k+1$ inv maj , $k+1$
.
Lemma 6.4 $T$ $T’$ $T_{i}+i,i=T_{i+1,1}’=a,$ $T_{i+1,2}=T_{i+1,2}’=b,$ $T_{i,1}=T_{i,2}’=A$ ,
$T_{i,2}=T_{i,1}’=B$ , :
$A<a,$ $b\leq B$ ,
$B<a,$ $b\leq A$ .
( $A<a,$ $b\leq B$ $A<a\leq B$ $A<b\leq B$ ) ,
:
maj$i+1(T)=$ maj$i+1(T‘)$ ,
inv; $(T)+$ inv$i+1’/(T)-arm_{i+1}(T)=$ inv$i/(T’)+inv_{i+1}^{\prime r}(T’)-$ arm$i+1(T’)$ .
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Lemma 6.5 $T$ $T’$ $T_{i+1,1}=T_{i+1,1}’=a,$ $T_{i+1,2}=T_{i+1,2}’=b,$ $T_{i,1}\cong T_{i,2}’=A$ ,
$T_{i,2}=T_{i,2}’=B$ , :
$a,$ $b\leq A,$ $B$ ,
$A,$ $B<a,$ $b$ ,
$a\leq A,$ $B<b$ ,





, condition $xXxX$ , ,
filling . , Definition 5.5 $\tau$
, $\varphi=(\pi^{*}\circ\tau)^{-1}$ , Theorem 2.7 , Theorem 5.8
.
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